
Imports and Exports

In conjunction with leading 
underwriters, Sentinel provides a  
wide range of solutions for your  
cargo exposure risks. We can provide 
coverage for all your business assets 
as they move within the UK or 
throughout the world.
There are significant implications in terms of not arranging or  
for arranging inadequate cargo insurance and some of these  
costs are detailed below:
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Managing Risk

Marine Insurance

Water damage to artwork at Assureds premises due to 
roof collapse as a result of heavy rain and subsequent 
triggering of sprinkler system.

Location:  New York 

Claims Amount:  USD 40,000,000

Armed Hijack of AMV at Orange Grove, Johannesburg 
whilst on route from Tambo Airport to Johannesburg.

Location:  London – South Africa 

Claims Amount:  USD 3,051,085

Three containers of new clothing from Vietnam  
were stolen from the carriers’ locked yard in New  
Jersey, USA.

Location:  Vietnam to USA 

Claims Amount:  USD 4,500,000

Cargo fires cost industry over 20m USD each year.

The vast majority of fires are caused by smoking when 
loading or by spontaneous combustion in the holds of 
vessels.

Over 5 per cent of cargo insurance worldwide is uninsured. 
With goods sometimes valued at tens of thousands of 
pounds it is crucial that these assets at risk in transit are 
protected properly.

Many businesses rely on hauliers, freight forwarders  
and couriers to insure their goods with disastrous 
consequences.

Claims can cost businesses significant amounts of money.



It is vital that businesses have an educated approach to  
the placement of cargo insurance so that whilst in transit  
all business assets are protected for their full value.

• An assessment of existing coverage placements with an emphasis 
on how your business has placed its insurance covers.

• A comprehensive audit report to outline key areas for attention. 

• There may be contractual conditions that make your business 
responsible for insuring products and therefore, we will examine 
your terms of sale or purchase to assess where your financial 
responsibilities lie.

• A thorough professional investigation of your business’ demands 
and needs.

• A direct interface for clients with Insurers’ Risk Management  
teams to ensure you make best use of your insurance policy.

• A full claims service with expert guidance on any claim you  
may make.

Sentinel Corporate Risk’s team will provide you with a complete marine insurance service. This will include:

• We will assist you in taking control of your financial exposures.

• Deliver price advantage through a historical review of your insurance arrangements.

• UK policy and UK claims handling with claims settling agents throughout the world.

To request a site visit or for further 
information and advice, please contact 
Sentinel on 01772 789455 or email 
enquiries@sentinelrisk.co.uk

•	 Business	risks
•	 Professional	and	management	liabilities
•	 Property,	construction	and	business 
interruption	specialists

•	 Commercial	motor
•	 Engineering	sector	specialists
•	 Credit	and	guarantee

Benefits of the Sentinel approach Next step
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Protect	the 
unexpected
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Most common terms of sale for exporters

Buyer’s responsibility

Buyer’s responsibility


